
Dear Church Family, 

When we did our virtual pulpit swap, Pastor Caroline 

talked specifically about the “rummage sale”         

moment we’re living in as the church. As we transi-

tion between “the way things were” and “the way 

they’re going to be,” we can ask what we want to 

take with us in this move, and what’s best left       

behind. What’s still bringing life and bearing witness 

to God’s love, and what’s no longer serving its            

purpose or promoting growth and wellbeing? 

A helpful way of thinking about this, for me, was a 

discussion about the difference between form and 

meaning. Something richly meaningful can often-

times take on a lot of different forms, but some-

times we mistake the form for the meaning itself. A 

simple example would be “having fun.” Having fun is 

meaningful for all of us, but “having fun” takes on all 

kinds of different forms for each of us. Some of us 

play games, some watch movies or listen to music, 

some go for walks—the list could be endless. The 

things we do to have fun differ greatly in terms of 

their form, but few of us would say one person’s 

form of having fun is any less meaningful to them 

than our own. We understand in that context that 

the meaning of “having fun” can take on a lot of 

different forms. 

When it comes to our life as a church, we’ve already 

seen the ways forms have changed drastically in the 

last two months. God has remained constant, and 

our mission to share God’s love has stayed central, 

but we’ve been discovering entirely new forms of 

expressing and embodying these things we hold 

most dear. I imagine many of us have been surprised 

at how we’ve still discovered the meaning that lies 

behinds these new forms.  

 

In this instance, we were forced to recalibrate and 

find new forms. We should celebrate this nimble-

ness we’ve had as a congregation. Going forward, 

we’ll continue returning to these questions of          

meaning and form. Where can new forms open us to 

unexpected, Spirit-filled discoveries? Are there some 

old forms that have served their purpose and can be 

left behind? 

There’s a reason faith is so often rooted in                    

community. When we’re listening to the Spirit           

together, we’re opened to worlds entirely beyond 

what we can do or imagine on our own. What a gift, 

what an adventure. 

Peace,   

Pastor Thad 

T H E  B E A C O N  June 2020 

Some More New “Forms”  
 

New Members 

Interested in becoming a member of our  faith 

community? We are investigating a new virtual 

way to receive members this summer. Contact 

Pastor Thad for more information.  

Singing/ Special Music During Worship 

Just like we add readers to worship on Sundays, 

we would also like to add special music.  We can 

add a video you take of yourself on your phone 

or other device to our worship service - contact 

Debbie Cincotta, or email your song (singing or 

instrumental) to Pastor Thad or Lisa  

(bethelbethanyucc@gmail.com) 
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We’ve begun to see portions of our society       

reopen, and we want to assure you that B-B’s 

church council has been thinking very carefully 

about what returning to in-person gatherings will 

look like.  

We’re choosing to err on the side of protecting 

each other, particularly the most vulnerable 

among us, and so there is still no established date 

for returning to our church building or in-person 

gatherings. We hesitate to put any concrete time-

lines in place, but of course, we will keep every-

one informed as best as we can as we move      

forward. 

We have come to this decision by closely           

reviewing the recommendations produced by          

the Wisconsin Council of Churches, which were 

developed to follow the stages of Gov. Evers’ 

“Badger Bounce Back” plan. In short, moving from 

stage to stage in the plan requires 14 consecutive 

days of decreases in total case numbers, and            

it’s not until phase 2 that any options for highly 

modified, in-person gatherings become possible 

(i.e., limited numbers of people, everyone              

wearing masks, remaining 6 feet apart, no            

communal singing, no fellowship, etc.). That 

means we’ll need at least a month of consecutive 

decreases in case numbers before even having 

strictly modified in-person gatherings, but the 

present reality is that case numbers continue to 

increase in both Wisconsin and Milwaukee            

County. So, we likely have a ways to go. 

Thinking about gathering together involves very 

distinct challenges. To name just a few, we’re 

thinking through higher risks associated with 

communal singing, touching common surfaces 

(like books, bulletins, pews, etc.), and showing 

care for members in certain age groups or with 

certain preexisting conditions. We’re most likely 

only beginning to grasp the ways this will change 

how we’re used to doing things even when we do 

return to what was once familiar.  

None of us would choose for this to happen, but 

we consider it a tremendous blessing to be part of 

a community of faith that has been so open and 

adaptable to experiencing and expressing God’s 

love in ever-expanding ways. Thank you! 

If you have specific questions, input, or concerns, 

we encourage you to reach out to one of the 

council members who has been tasked with think-

ing this transition through: Chris Chance, Caryn 

Redemann, Karin Haug, and Pastor Thad.  

 

Online Resources: 

WI Council of Churches - Returning to Church 

Gov. Ever’s Badger Bounce Back Plan 

Milwaukee County COVID Dashboard 

Wisconsin COVID data maps 

Thoughts about In-Person Gatherings 

To keep each other safe, we         

regretfully cancel all in person 

church gatherings for June and 

July 2020 - including the Church 

Picnic,  June Community Dinner, 

and Camping at Kohler-Andrae 

state park. 

https://www.wichurches.org/2020/04/23/returning-to-church/
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/publications/p02653a.pdf
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/018eedbe075046779b8062b5fe1055bf
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/covid-19/cases-map.htm


 UNDY 500 

We Are Registered! 

Place an order at Amazon at: 

https://tinyurl.com/UNDY500 

Place your order - on checkout,     

mention “Bethel-Bethany” in the            

Gift Message so we get credit.  

Questions? Contact Amy Rowell at 

The Guest House - 

amy@guesthouseofmilwaukee.org  

Donate to The Guest House 

 

 

 

We cannot make sandwiches once a 

month right now for The Guest House, 

but they ARE taking baked goods.            

Contact Amy Rowell for when and 

where to drop off your donation.  
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All donations to The Cathedral     

Center must be approved ahead of 

time. The easiest way to do this is 

through their Amazon wish list: 

Donate to The Cathedral Center 

https://tinyurl.com/UNDY500
https://www.guesthouseofmilwaukee.org/get-involved
https://cathedral-center.org/donate/
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Celebrating Shared Ministry during Uncertain Times 
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Let’s Talk About This! 
Our next GREAT book discussion 

 

Friday, June 26, 7-8:30pm 

By Patrisse Khan-Cullors and  
asha bandele 

 
A poetic and powerful memoir about what it 
means to be a Black woman in America—
and the co-founding of a movement that  

 

Raised by a single mother in an impoverished 

neighborhood in Los Angeles, Patrisse Khan-

Cullors experienced firsthand the prejudice and 

persecution Black Americans endure at the 

hands of law enforcement. For Patrisse, the 

most vulnerable people in the country are 

Black people. Deliberately and ruthlessly           

targeted by a criminal justice system serving     

a white privilege agenda, Black people are  

subjected to unjustifiable racial profiling and 

police brutality. In 2013, when Trayvon Martin’s 

killer went free, Patrisse’s outrage led her to co

-found Black Lives Matter with Alicia Garza and 

Opal Tometi. 

Championing human rights in the face of         

violent racism, Patrisse is a survivor. She 

transformed her personal pain into political 

power, giving voice to a people suffering       

inequality and a movement fueled by her 

strength and love to tell the country—and the 

world—that Black Lives Matter. 
   

"This remarkable book reveals what 
inspired Patrisse's visionary and 
courageous activism and forces us 
to face the consequence of the 
choices our nation made when we 
criminalized a generation. This book 
is a must-read for all of us." –  
Michelle Alexander, New York Times   
bestselling author of The New Jim 
Crow 

* * * 

This book is readily available 
(hardback, e-reader) and reasonably 
affordable. Or check it out from the 

library! 
 

This will be a virtual event. 

Please sign up for the discussion by 

contacting Marsha or Lynne.  

  

See you on ZOOM! 
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